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Performance in any visual task involving local stimuli dependson visual field location.Based on their resultson a detection task using sinusoidalpatches whose size was scaled with eccentricity, Rovamo et al. (1978) proposed what is now known as the cortical magnificationtheory of spatial vision, which states that visual processing is homogeneousacross the visual field except for a change of scale. The validity of this theory has since been tested on a variety of tasks yielding mixed results (Virsu et al., 1987) .
Recent results indicating that the theory fails also at detection tasks in some cases (Vaieton & Watson, 1990; Bijl et al., 1992) have spurred a revision in the direction of allowing for a change of both scale and gain with eccentricity.In either version, the cortical magnification theory is a qualitativeone, since it does not account for the shapeof empiricalcurvesdescribingperformancein a visual task and it only makes claims as to how the curve obtained at any given eccentricity with optimally scaled stimuli should be related to that obtained at the fovea: in log-log coordinates, these should be horizontal translations of each other (in the originalversion of the theory), or they should also differ in vertical position (in the newer version).
Computable space-variant multichannel models can embody the qualitative concepts of the cortical magnification theory in either of its versions. These models include a number of spatial-frequency-and orientationselectivechannels,each of which consistsof a collection of spatially localized sensors distributed over the visual field.
Space-variant multichannel models can be classified into two broad categories:anchored-channelmodels and shifiing-channelmodels (or size-scaledmodels; Graham, 1989 , Sections 6.9 and 13.4.2). Anchored-channel models assume that the sensors within each channel share their tuning characteristics regardless of their 3339 M. A. GARCkPfiREZ and V. SIERRA-VkQUEZ (a) Watson (1982) (b) Watson (1983) (c) Wilson (1991) FIGURE1.Arrangementof sensorswithina 2 x 2 deg area aroundthe fovea, at the center of each array. Each panel containsthe actual numberof sensors within that area accordingto the samplingscheme described in the text [note that tbe largest sampling rate is in (c) and the smallest in (b)]. Each sensor in each panel is represented by an ellipse (or a circle) whose size has been chosen to avoid overlap between adjacent sensors. (a) Samplingarray for an anchoredchannel (Watson, 1982) tuned to p. = 1 c/deg, preferred orientation 00= Odeg, and either phase. The width and height of each $Jlipse(which do not change witb eccentricity) are respectively set at 0.28sXand 0.28sY.Sampling arrays for channels tuned to other frequencies are scaled versions of this one, and sampling arrays for channels with other preferred orientationsare rotations of this one. (b) Sampling array for a shiftingchannel (Watson, 1983) tunedto PO= 1c/deg at the fovea,whicheverits preferredorientationand phase.The radius of each circle (which changes with eccentricity) is set at 0.2w,. Samplingarrays for channels tuned to other frequencies are scaled versions of this one. (c) Samplingarray for a shifting channel (Wilson, 1991) turkd to PO= 0.799 c/deg at the fovea and preferred orientation 00= Odeg. The width and height of each ellipse (which changewibheccentricity) are respectivelyset at 0.05/p, and 0.08/p,. Samplingarrays for channels tuned to other frequencies are scaled versions of this one with the slight changeof sensorspacingdescribedin the text, and samplingarrays for channelswith other preferredorientationsare rotationsof this one.
location, and they describe space variance with a decrease in sensor gain with increasing eccentricity.* Shifting-channel models assume that the tuning frequency of the sensorswithin each channel shifts towards lower frequencies with increasing eccentricity. This feature could also be combined with a decline of sensor gain with increasing eccentricity, although current shifting-channelmodels do not includethis characteristic (but see Davis, 1990) .The distinctionbetween anchored and shifting channels relies on the definitionof channel. Initially (Nachmias, 1977) , a channel was defined as a collectionof sensorswith identicaltuning characteristics, each located at a different position. An alternative definition states that a channel is a family of sensors generatedfrom a foveal sensor,with the tuningfrequency of peripheral members of the family changing with eccentricity.
Most spatial vision models are space invariant, even those published recently (Jaschinski-Kruza& Cavonius, 1984; Watt & Morgan, 1985; Morrone & Burr, 1988; Kingdom & Moulden, 1992; Cannon, 1995) . This is acceptable when the models are set up to account for visual processingwithin a small region of the visualfield, where visual functioning is reasonably homogeneous. Yet, space variance must be taken into account when it comes to modelingvisual processingwithin larger visual field areas. In this arena, anchored-channelmodels (e.g., Koenderink& van Doom, 1978; Watson, 1982; Burtonet al., 1986; Garcia-P6rez, 1988; Peli et al., 1991) outnumber shifting-channel models (e.g., Watson, 1983;  *The tuning characteristics of a sensor are given by its tuning frequency, preferred orientation, phase, and spatial-frequencyand orientation bandwidths. Wilson, 1991) . At firht glance, this is at odds with the cortical magnification theory (referred to as the scale hypothesis in the context of multichannel models; see Graham, 1989, Section 13.4 .2); if visual processing changesscale towardsthe periphery,visual channelsalso seem to have to shift their tuning towards lower frequencies in the periphery. Further, if performance is unaffected after this change of scale has been compensated for, visual channelsshould have to keep their gains as they shift their tuning, while they should also have to reduce their gains if the newer version of the theory is correct. Thus, either version of the cortical magnification theory can be emboditd in a shifting-channelmodel with appropriateassumptionsas to how channel gains change with eccentricity. On the other hand, anchored-channel models seem to be conceptually inconsistentwith either version of the theory.This latter surmiseis wrong, as will be seen later. Despite apparently major differences between anchored-and shifting-channelmodels, both of them seem to account fairly well for the subsets of data that were gathered in their support. At the same time, no work seems to have been cqrried out to test one type of model vs the other against the same data from a crucial experiment.Indeed, papers in which empirical data were fitted to one of the types of model have never considered whether the alternativetype of model could also account for the same data. In addition, results of this research have rarely been interpretedin the context of the cortical magnificationtheory.
This paper is organized as a comparative study of the functional characteristics of anchored-and shiftingchannel models at detection tasks. This study can easily be recast in terms of the various versions of the cortical magnificationtheory, but we will defer that to the final section of the paper. Five crucial detection experiments are identified,and predictionsfrom an anchored-channel model and two shifting-channelmodels are tested against empirical data on each type of experiment. Section 2 describes the models to be compared. Section 3 reviews empirical data on each type of detection experiment and presents model predictions for each case. The reviews indicate that two of the experiment types have always yielded qualitatively similar results, while two qualitatively different results have been obtained in the three other types of experiment. In addition, no single model can account for the data from all types of experiment, althoughall results are qualitativelyaccountedfor by one or the other type of model. Section 4 presents additional predictions for the same types of experiment under several modificationsof the original models, providing evidence that the distinction between anchored and shiftingchannels is more apparent than real. Specifically, those results indicatethat the functionalcharacteristicsof a model depend only on how sensor gain is assumed to change with eccentricity, and is unaffected by the anchored vs shifting nature of its channels. Section 5 discusses these results in the context of the cortical magnificationtheory, suggestingtwo types of functional organization in the human visual system, each characterized by a different type of function describing the variation of sensor gain with eccentricity and tuning frequency.
S P A

ARIANTMULTICHANNELMODELS
The three models to be compared are describednext. It is important to state at this point that they are somewhat simplistic in four respects. Firstly, none of them takes consideration of the temporal dimension and, thus, functional aspects related to stimulus presentation time or adaptationremain outside their domain. Secondly,the channelsin each model are only explicitly assumedto be tuned to different ranges of spatial frequencies and orientations with no specification as to their temporalfrequency tuning characteristics. Thirdly, the three 2.1. Watson's(1982) anchored-channelmodel In this paper we will adopt a variation of Watson's (1982) model that has partly been described elsewhere (Garcia-P6rez & Sierra-Vazquez, 1995a) . This model consists of 96 channels resulting from the factorial combination of eight tuning frequencies (PO,in c/deg), p. E {0. 25, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}, six preferred orientations (Oo, in deg) , 130 E {O,30, 60, 90, 120, 150},and 
where i = (x -i) cos (?o+ (y -y) sin 00, 
X(PO,60, e) is the sensor's gain, and the spreads, Sx= 0.562/p. and SY= 1.29s. (both in deg), of the gaussian envelope, respectively determine a half-amplitude logarithmic spatial-frequency bandwidth of an octave and a half-amplitude orientation bandwidth of 30 deg. Note that, within each channel, it is only sensor gain that changes with eccentricity, while tuning frequency, preferred orientation, phase and bandwidths remain constant. Note also that these channels can be described in complex analytic form (Daugman, 1993; Garcia-P6rez& Sierra-V4zquez,1995b) . Within each channel, sensors are located at discrete positionswith a constantseparationof 0.28s~= O.lbipo in the x &e&On and 0.28sY= 0.2/p. in they direction [see Fig. l(a) ].
The gain function x is assumed to be the product of three separate components, X(fkh'0, = Xl(~O)X2(oO)x3(~OI e),
where [ (207r2R2 + pO)2-(207rR)2 incorporated. Finally, the models are meant to describe visual processingin photopicconditions,and they do not describes the dependence of sensor gain on tuning incorporate any luminance-dependent parameter that frequency, might allow them to account for the peculiarities of 9 + cos(7rEL1/45) visual processing in mesopic or scotopic conditions x2(@o)= 10 (6) (Savage & Banks, 1992) . Although the three models describes the oblique effect, and could obviouslybe extended to cover these four aspects, we will only consider the restricted models as they are x~(po,e) = 10-@F/533 (7) described next. describesthe decrease in sensor gain within a channel as (a) Watson (1982) a function of eccentricity, a decrease whose gradient further depends on the channel's tuning frequency.*
42po(20#R2 + p. + h(po)) exp #-R2 -@J(~O + h(po)) -2P0
The function xl in equation (5) is taken from GarciaPerez & Sierra-Vazquez (1995a), who showed how fovea] sensor gains can be estimated from large-area sine-wave contrast sensitivity data.~The function X2in equation (6) is arbitrarily defined to reflect the empirical variation in sensitivity with orientation described by Watanabe et al. (1968, Fig . 3 ), although the dependence of the oblique effect on spatial frequency (Campbell et al., 1966; Camisa et al., 1977; Essock & Lchmkuhle, 1982; Green, 1983; Heeley & Timney, 1988) and eccentricity (Berkley et al., 1975) has been omitted from equation (6) for the sake of simplicity. Finally, the function X3in equation (7) is taken from Watson (1982) and describes the same shape as similar functions purported to describe empirical observationsby Robson (1975; see Mostafavi& Sakrison, 1976; Wilson& Giese, 1977; L.egge, 1978) . The three components of the gain function are displayed in Fig. 2 .
The spatial-frequencyand orientationselectivityof the PO,Oo, r#o sensor at eccentricity e is determined by the amplitude spectrum, V~, of the Fourier transform of the" sensor's PWF which, in polar coordinates,is easily seen to be V,(p, @) =
X(PO, 00,e)~exp [-2~2S~(PCOS(6 -~0)+ PO)*]
+ s(q50) exp [-2m's~(pcos(O -190) 
where p (in c/deg) and 8 (in deg) are the polar coordinates of radial frequency and angular orientation,respectively, and
Figure 3(a) plots the cross-sectionalprofiles along O= O deg of these amplitudespectrafor the sensorsat 0,4 and 8 deg of eccentricity within the eight frequency channels with preferred orientation00= Odeg and phase @.= -rc/2 rad. Note that the curves at any given eccentricity are centered at the same frequenciesas the foveal curves,but their relative heights change dramatically as a consequence of the X3component of the gain function X,with *Equations(5)-(7) are explicitly definedas continuousfunctionsin P O / 3
and e, even though only a discrete number of channels and sensor locations has been assumed. Strictly speaking,the procedure described by Garcia-Ptrez & SierraVfizquez(1995a) estimates xl at any given O.. Whether or not the estimatedjoint function is actually separable as assumedhere is an empirical point which is inconsequentialfor our present purposes. $In Watson's (1983) original model, the actual PWF of a sensor was a x 4 factor of the PWF in equation (10). Our amendment of his model is inconsequentialbut makes equation (1) the 32-c/deg and 16-c/deg channels having dropped out already at eccentricitiesof 4 and 8 deg, respectively. Watson's(1983) shifiing-channelmodel This model consists of 80 basic sensors at the fovea, each of which is used to definea family of sensors(i.e. a channel, although Watson avoided this term) which extends into the periphery. The 80 foveal sensors result from the factorial combination of eight tuning frequencies, p. G{0.25,0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}, five preferred orientations, 00~{O,36, 72, 108, 144} , and two phases, #()q {o, -7r/2}. The PWF,~o, of a foveal sensoris given by$
2.2.
X cos(2np0(xcos 00+ ysin 00) + @o),
where X(po) is the channel's gain, and the width, W.= 1.324/p. (in deg), of the circular modulating gaussian determines a half-amplitude logarithmic spatial-frequency bandwidth of an octave and a halfamplitude orientation bandwidth of 39 deg. Within any given channel, the PWF of a peripheral sensor at eccentricity e is a scaled version of its foveal counterpart,
where
and IC(in deg-l) determines the rate at which the PWFS are scaled with eccentricity (~= 0.4 deg-l will be assumed here; Watson, 1983) . Note that it is only the width and the tuning frequency of the peripheral sensors that change relative to those of their foveal counterparts, while their gain, preferred orientation, phase and bandwidths remain constant. Note also that equation (11) reduces to equation (10) fore= Odeg. Within each channel, sensors are located at discrete positions (~,j), with an intersensor separation which increases with eccentricity in order to accommodate the increasingsensorwidths.In particular,peripheralsensors are arranged in concentric circles around the foveal sensor at~0,0),with the radius of the ith (i z 1) (in deg), given by 1 + Kl__l i=~i-1+ , r. = Odeg, 1.8p. and, within each circle, the angular separation adjacent sensors, Aai, is approximately
(. )
A.i=2 arcsin = circle, ri (14) between (15) [see Fig. l(b) ]. This scaled sampling scheme implies a Wilson's (1991 Wilson's ( , 1995 sampling interval of 0.56/p. at any eccentricity and, relative to each sensor's tuning frequency pe, it is constant across channels. Nielsen et al. (1985) discussedhow the gain functionx can be estimated from empirical data, but for our purposes here it suffices to adopt any reasonable function such as that on the right-hand side of equation (5) above.
The spatial-frequencyand orientationselectivityof the P., Oo, @o sensor are determined by the amplitude spectrum, V,, of the Fourier transform of the sensor's PWF, which is
with s(~o) given by equation (9). Figure 3 (b) plots the cross-sectional profiles along 6'= O deg of these amplitude spectra for the sensors at O, 4 and 8 deg of eccentricity within the eight frequency families with preferred orientation00= Odeg and phase @O= -7W rad. Note that the curves at any given eccentricity are just translationsof the foveal curves towards lower frequencies. Wilson's (1991 Wilson's ( , 1995 shifting-channelmodel This model is an extension and two-dimensional generalization of Wilson and Bergen's (1979) model. It consists of a set of 60 basic sensors (or mechanisms, in Wilson's words) at the fovea, each of which is used to define a family of sensors which extends into the periphery. The 60 foveal sensors result from the combination of six tuning frequencieswith a number of preferred orientationswhich range from six for the two lower tuning frequencies to 12 for the remaining tuning frequencies (Wilson, 1995) . The PWF, to, of a foveal sensor is given by ( [:l-BOexp ,17
2.3.
[-a where Z. and~. are given by equations (2) and (3) with i = j = O d Each sensor'sgain, tuning frequency,and spatial-frequencyand orientation bandwidths depend on the specificchoicesfor the parametersK, Ao, Bo, Co, alio, U2jo, a~jo, andOY; O in equation(17) . Table 1 ( fromWilson, 1991) lists values for these parameters along with the tuning characteristicsof the foveal sensors definingeach of the 60 families. Also listed in Table 1 is the set of preferredorientationsassumedfor each spatial-frequency family.
Within any given channel, the PWF of a peripheral sensor at eccentricity e is a scaled version of its foveal counterpart,and is given by
Coexp[-%'l)exp[-a where i and~are given by equations (2) and (3) above, a~ic=~i;o(l + e/E*), i = 1,2, 3,Y,
andE2 (in deg) determinesthe rate at which the PWFSare scaledwith eccentricity[E2= 4 deg will be assumedhere, although Wilson (1995) foveal counterparts. On the other hand, the preferred with eccentricity.Note also that equation (18) reduces to orientationof the sensorsis unchangedwith eccentricity, equation (17) for e = Odeg. and equation (23) below makes clear that sensor gains Within each channel, sensors are located at discrete and bandwidths within each channel are also invariant positions (.i,j), with an intersensor separation which increases with eccentricity. Wilson (1991) only stated that the next peripheral sensor is located a distance 0.5601,. away from the fovea from the sensor at eccentricity e. Assuming a polar distribution of sensors similar to that described for Watson's (Watson, 1983) model in Section 2.2, peripheral sensors are arranged in concentric circles around the foveal sensor at (0,0), with the radius of the ith (i a 1) circle, ri, given bỹ i D ri-l + 0.56~1io(l+ ri-l/E2),~. D Odeg, (21) and, within each circle, the angular separation between adjacent sensors, A~i,is approximatelỹ a, = Zarcsin 0.40~;O(l+ ri/E"2) I ( ) in the visual field, tuning frequency and preferred orientation, and whose extent is determined by the size of the sensor's PWF as well as by its spatial-frequency and orientationbandwidths.Structuraldifferencesamong the models can thus be assessed by comparing their distributions of sensors for the analysis of image informationin the joint domain.
Since such a representationrequires a 4D space to be produced,a simpler2D representationwhich is sufficient for our purposes will be adopted. Given the circular symmetry of the models, eccentricity along the direction perpendicularto the preferred orientation of the sensors will be chosen as the spatial dimension of the joint domain, and tuning frequency will be chosen as the orthogonal (spectral) dimension. Therefore, in the restricted 2D joint domain thus defined, a sensor at eccentricity e with tuning frequency p, is located at coordinates (e, p,), and its spatial and spatialfrequency selectivities cover a limited area around that location. Figure 4 plots, for each model, the locationsof sensors belonging in this restricted 2D joint domain (assuming f30= Odeg and either phase r#owhere applicable),where the anchored vs shifting nature of channels is clearly apparent. The entire population of sensors within each model can be picturedby consideringin turn the addition of the two other dimensions of the actual 4D joint domain. Indeed, the sensors within the set of channels with any other preferred orientation will have a similar arrangement but lying on a plane rotated around the eccentricity axis by an angle equal to the preferred orientationof the channels.If all thoseplanesare pictured as collapsed onto the plane of Fig. 4 , each circle can be x exp [-n20&p2sin2(0-60) ].
(23) taken to represent all of the sensors at the corresponding eccentricity and with the appropriate tuning frequency Figure 3 (c) plots the cross-sectionalprofiles along O= O deg of these amplitudespectrafor the sensorsat 0,4 and 8 deg of eccentricity within the six families differing in foveal tuning frequency and preferred orientation 00= O deg. Note that the curves at any given eccentricity are just translations of the foveal curves towards lower frequencies.
Structural comparison of the models in the joint spatiallspatial-ji-equency domain
Each sensor within each model is selectively sensitive to a relatively narrow area in the two-dimensional(2D) spatialdomain and to an also relativelynarrow area in the 2D spatial-frequency domain. Thus, each sensor within any given model can be conceived of as coding image information within a limited region in the four-dimensional (4D) joint spatial/spatial-frequency domain, a region which is centered at the sensor's spatial location *Thisdescriptionis only approximate.As Fig. 1 which differ only in preferred orientation (and phase, where applicable). With this simplification, a plane perpendicular to the paper and to the spatial-frequency axis can be pictured as representing the 2D visual field, and sensors at different meridia would be arranged in strandssimilar to those in the panels of Fig. 4 but rotated around the spatial-frequencyaxis.* Something which is less evident (and harder to represent) in the panels of Fig. 4 is the spatial-position, spatial-frequency and orientation selectivities of each sensor. Some indication of these selectivities in the restricted 2D joint domain is provided in Fig. 4 by the horizontal and vertical lines centered on some sensors, the lengthsof which respectivelyrepresentthe spreadsor widths of the sensors' PWFS (the value of 2s1, w., or 201;., as appropriate) and their half-amplitude logarithmic spatial-frequencybandwidth [one octave in Fig. 4 (a) and (b) for all sensors,and the bandwidthslisted in Table  1 for the appropriate sensors in Fig. 4(c) ]. Note, however, that the orientation selectivity of the sensors and their selectivity along the orthogonal spatial dimension cannot be represented in the restricted 2D joint domain of Fig. 4 .
A final characteristic which cannot be represented in these plots either is the variation in gain among sensors. These, however,were describedearlier and it is useful to keep in mind that, for the sensors displayed in Fig. 4(a) , foveal gains are given by the function Xl in equation (5) that is displayed in Fig. 2(a) , while gain decreases with increasing eccentricity within each channel as given by the function X3in equation (7) that is displayed in Fig.  2(c) . The vertical arrows in Fig. 4(a) indicate the point at which sensor gain within each channel has fallen to half the foveal value. For the sensors in Fig. 4(b) , foveal gains are also given by the function displayed in Fig. 2(a) , but peripheral sensors within each family have the same gain as the foveal sensor, irrespective of their location. Finally, for the sensors in Fig. 4(c) , foveal gains are given in Table 1 , and peripheral sensorswithin each family share also the gain of their foveal counterparts. These 2D joint spatial/spatial-frequency plots will prove extremely helpful for an understanding of the functional characteristicsof the three models, which are evaluated next.
FUNC COMP O T M O
A functionalcomparisonof the modelscan be made by testingthem againstempiricaldata obtainedin conditions in which the models potentially predict different outcomes. A non-exhaustive but sufficient set of such conditions includes five types of experiment: measurements of the local sine-wavecontrast sensitivityfunction (CSF) at different eccentricitiesusing sinusoidalpatches of (a) fixed size, (b) size scaled with eccentricity, or (c) fixed number of cycles, (d) measurements of foveal sensitivityto sinusoidalpatches as a function of the size of the patch, and (e) measurements of the contrast sensitivitygradient across the visual field.The five types of experiment have in common that they imply measurements of contrast thresholds for sinusoidal patches as a function of spatial frequency, eccentricity and size, but they differ in several aspects of their design as well as as to how the results are presented.
A sufficientlylarge number of data sets are available regarding these five experiment types. Therefore, new data will not be gathered to test the models, and only model predictions will be obtained here and compared with availabledata from the relevanttypesof experiment. The various experimentsof each type differed in turn as to the shape and size of the sinusoidalpatches as well as as to other experimental conditions. Nevertheless, with only a few remarkable exceptions, their results show some common qualitative characteristics which the models will be tested against, without consideration of the minor quantitativedifferencesthat occur as a resultof variations in the shape and size of the stimuli.
Predictionswill be obtained for the models exactly as they were presented earlier, and refinementswhich could be sought to obtain a good quantitative fit to each data set will not be attempted. In addition,all predictionswill be obtained for vertical (i.e. O = Odeg) even-symmetric Gabor patches whose contrast function is
where m (0 < m < 1, dimensionless)is contrast,x' and y'(both in deg) determinethe center of the stimulusin the visual field (for foveal presentations,x' = y' = Odeg), ax and aY(both in deg; see Graham, 1989 ,Section 2.3.1) are the spreads in the x and y direction of the gaussian envelope of the Gabor patch, and p is the spatial frequency of the sinusoid. Note that the full width of the gaussianenvelopebetween I/e points in the direction perpendicular to the bars of the sinusoid is 2aX and, therefore, the number of grating cycles in that direction between I/e points is 2paX.Peripherallypresentedstimuli will always be assumed to be positioned along the horizontal meridian (i.e. y' = O deg for all stimuli), as meridionalvariations in the position of the stimuli make no difference for circularly symmetric models such as those to be compared.With this choice for the location of peripheralstimuli,x'becomesthe nominaleccentricityof the Gabor patch, which will simply be referred to as its eccentricity even though the patch covers a certain area around that location.
In order to obtain predictions,each of the models can simply be regarded as consisting of a collection of N sensorseach of which bears a combinationof parameters given by its visual field location, tuning frequency, preferred orientationand phase (if applicable),Assuming linearity at threshold contrasts, the response of the ith (1 < i < N) sensor to a stimulus~is a scalar, Ri, which resultsfrom the inner productof the sensor'sPWF and f
-m -m Probabilitysummationover space and among channels is assumed to provide a scalar decision variable, D, through the conventionalQuick pooling formula (Quick, 1974) [1
i=l with Q = 4, which is easily seen to be proportionalto the contrast m of the stimulus f. Further assuming that detectionoccurswheneverD exceeds a thresholdvalue t, predictions for the sensitivityS to any given stimulusf can be obtained except for a scale factor by evaluating equation (26) for a unit-contrast(i.e. m = 1)versionof the stimulus.Indeed, let D* be the value of equation (26) for the unit-contrast stimulus; by definition, S = l/mr, mT' being the contrast necessaryfor an observer to detect the stimulus,and detection occurs when mp" = t; therefore, S =D*/t. For simplicity, predicted sensitivities will be obtained assuming t=1, which makes S = D*.
For later references, Fig. 5 sketches four idealized sets of local sine-waveCSFSas they can be (and have actually has the unique characteristic that the fovea is more sensitive than any peripheral location to all frequencies while, in the three other cases, the peripheryis more sensitivethan the fovea to low frequencies.* *Note that all CSFS in Fig. 5 are bandpass as if they represented measurements under stationary or very low temporal-frequency conditions. Indeed, although temporal processing was explicitly left out in the descriptionof the models, these were effectively set UPto producebandpassCSFS.For a comparisonwith data obtained under high temporal-frequency conditions, the curves in 
Local sine-wave CSF measurements.
3.1.1. Fixed aperture.The local sine-waveCSF can be measured at several eccentricities using grating patches within a fixed aperture whose size is constant for all frequencies and eccentricities. A number of papers reportinglocal CSF measurementsunder theseconditions are listed in Table Al ( presence of bumps along the curves (successive peaks and dips), which are caused by the separation between adjacent channels in the Fourier domain relative to their spatial-frequency bandwidth. A more thorough discussion of this issue will be deferred to Section 4.2, and for our present purposesthis characteristicshouldbe ignored and the theoretical predictions viewed as smoothed curves.* Only the curves in Fig. 6 (a), for Watson's (1982) anchored-channel model, are qualitatively consistent with empirical data, while the two shifting-channel models predict that the periphery should be more sensitive than the fovea to low-frequencypatches. Thus, the exceptional results of Mayer & Tyler (1986) are consistentwith the shifting-channelmodels predictions.
Why the models produce these outcomes can be *Bumps will also be found in the CSFSto be presented in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, and they should also be ignored.
understood by considering the areas occupied by the Gabor patches in the restricted 2D joint spatial/spatialfrequency domain. (See Appendix B for a definition of the area occupied by a Gabor patch in the joint domain). eccentricity is caused by the absence of sensors which might respond to those patches at peripheral locations, since the frequency-selectivityof the channelshas shifted towards lower frequencies [see Fig. 4(b) and (c)]. Conversely, a low-frequency patch at the fovea stimulates sensors from the lowest-frequencyfamilies, which also have low gains as compared to those of the next few higher-frequency families. When the same patch is presented in the periphery,the responsivesensorsbelong in one of those higher-gainfamilies. Hence the increased sensitivity to low-frequency patches in the periphery relative to the fovea. This discussion lacks consideration of the two other dimensionsof the actual 4D joint domain, but these add little to the points just mentioned. In addition, a qualitative explanation based only on sensor locations and occupied areas in the joint domain misses some important quantitative aspects of sensor responses, although it suffices as a first-order approximation to understanding model predictions. A more precise description is given in Appendix C, which can be skipped by the reader who is content with the qualitative approach.
3.1.2.Aperture scaled with eccentrici~. In this type of experiment, the local sine-wave CSF is measured at several eccentricities with grating patches within an aperture whose size is constant for all frequenciesat any eccentricity, but which is scaled (enlarged) with eccentricity. Justification for enlarging the aperture with eccentricity was sought in anatomical considerations such as the cortical magnificationfactor or the decreasing density of receptors and retinal ganglion cells with increasing eccentricity, and was conceived of as a correction which would provide the "true" local CSF at each eccentricity. A number of papers reporting local CSF measurements under these conditions are listed in Table A2 (see Appendix A) along with a description of the several other conditions in which the experiments differed. These results are less coincident (even qualitatively) possibly reflecting miscalculationsof the appropriate size of the peripheral apertures relative to the foveal one (for a discussionof this issue, see Jamar et al., 1984, p. 245; Virsu et al., 1987 Virsu et al., , pp. 1568 Virsu et al., -1569 Bijl et al., 1992 Bijl et al., ,pp. 1233 Bijl et al., -1234 .Assumingthis interpretationis correct, and despite substantial differences in the additional experimental conditions, with only one exception the results can be summarized as follows:
1. The periphery is more sensitive than the fovea to low spatial frequencies, and the local sine-wave CSF peaks at lower frequencies with increasing eccentricity. 2. For optimally scaled peripheral apertures, the peak sensitivityof peripheral CSFSis identical to that of the foveal CSF [as sketched in Fig The exceptional result was reported by Guzman & Steinbach (1985) , who obtained curves similar to those idealized in Fig. 5(b) . Note that the also unique results obtained by Koenderink et al. (1978d) at luminance of 0.1 and 1 td [similarto those idealized in Fig. 5(d) ] are of little significance to the photopic conditions assumed here. Figure 8 shows the predicted sensitivity to circular Gabor patcheswith aX= aY= 2(1 + 0.25x')(top panels)or a. = aY= 2(1 + 0.4x')(bottom panels) at eccentricitiesof O,6, 18 and 30 deg as a function of spatial frequency for each model. The scaling of peripheral apertures used to produce the curves in the top panels was chosen to be optimal for Wilson's (1991) shifting-channelmodel and, therefore, slightly suboptimal for Watson's (1983) model. Similarly, the scaling used to produce the curves in the bottom panels was chosen to be optimal for Watson's (1983) shifting-channelmodel and, therefore, slightly overoptimal for Wilson's (1991) model. The predictedcurvesfor the two shifting-channelmodelswith optimally scaled peripheral apertures share the qualitative characteristics of the curves in Wilson's (1991) models. This behaviorof the shifting-channelmodels is thus consistent with empirical data reported in the vast majority of the papers listed in Table A2 .
As regards Watson's (1982) anchored-channelmodel, both scaling options turn out to be suboptimal, as peripheral peak sensitivitiesare in both cases well below the foveal peak sensitivity, although the periphery appears more sensitivethan the fovea to low frequencies [as sketched in Fig. 5(c) ]. Predictions obtained for still larger peripheral apertures with this model revealed that peripheral magnificationof aperture size never produces peripheral peak sensitivitiesthat approximatethat at the fovea. Nevertheless, when both the foveal and the peripheral apertures are larger than was assumed to produce the predictions in Fig. 8 , the anchored-channel model produces local CSFSsuch as those in Fig. 5(b) , in agreement with the exceptional results reported by Guzman & Steinbach (1985) using large apertures.
Again, a look at the 2D joint domain explainswhy the models produce these outcomes. Fig. 8 at an eccentricity of 6 deg. Moreover, the distance between the centers of the columns in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) has been set to 6 deg given the horizontal scale of the plots. Then, transferring the two columns in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) to the panel in Fig. 4 correspondingto the model of choice in such a way that the center of the column in Fig. 7(a) is placed at the fovea provides for a comparison of the numbers of sensors responsiveto each frequency patch at each eccentricity.
The obviousconsequenceof scaling aperture size with eccentricity is an increase in the spatial extent of the patch coupledwith a reductionof its bandwidth[compare any of the ovoidsin Fig. 7(b) with that for the same patch frequency in Fig. 7(a) ]. In the anchored-channelmodel, this manipulation has two ramifications.(The following discussion assumes without loss of generality that the frequency of the Gabor patch matches the tuning frequency of some channel in the model.) Firstly, it implies that fewer channels are involvedin detecting the peripheral patches as compared to the foveal ones. Secondly,it also impliesthat probabilitysummationover more sensorswithin each channel occurs in the detection of the peripheralstimulus.At high frequencies,where the bandwidth of the patch is so narrow that it virtually stimulates only one channel at any eccentricity, probability summation over the larger spatial extent of the peripheralpatch cannotmake up for the loss in sensitivity incurred by the substantiallyreduced gains of peripheral sensors and, therefore, the sensitivity to high-frequency peripheral patches must be lower despite the larger peripheral apertures. At low frequencies, larger peripheral patches (which have narrower bandwidths) fail to stimulate properly the channels tuned to frequencies slightlyabove the nominalfrequency of the patch which, as a consequenceof their higher gain, play an important role in detectingthe smaller patch presented at the fovea. But probabilitysummation over the larger spatial extent of the peripheral low-frequencypatch (which also takes place over sensorswhose gains decline very slowly with eccentricity) compensates for the absence of contributions from the higher-gainsensorstuned to higher spatial frequencies, thus yielding slightly higher sensitivities than at the fovea.
In the shifting-channelmodels the situation is similar at patches of high frequencies, since the models lack high-frequencysensors in the periphery.At intermediate and low frequencies, however, sensitivity to a larger peripheralpatch (despiteits narrowerbandwidth)benefits from probabilitysummationover the larger spatialextent of the patch, which involves sensors from the highestgain families as compared to the low-gain sensors responding to the smaller patch at the fovea. Therefore, increasing aperture size with eccentricity must have the effect of increasingthe detectabilityof Gabor patches of frequencies somewhat below the frequency of the highest-gainfoveal sensor. Sensitivity to patches in this frequency range is easily seen to be monotonicwith the size of the peripheralaperturesrelative to the foveal one, although the precise quantitativeaspects of this relation- ship as well as the details of the size-scaling function which will provide optimally scaled peripheral apertures [in the sense of giving rise to local CSFS like those idealized in Fig. 5(a) ] are hard to disentangle. If peripheral apertures are still larger relative to the foveal ones, as is the case in the bottom panels of Fig. 8 , the high-frequency ends of the various local CSFS are approximately identical given that peripheral patches with large apertures are bound to cover the fovea. At the same time, the low-frequencyends of peripheralCSFSlie further above that of the foveal CSF as a result of probability summation over the larger spatial extent of the peripheral patches.
3.1.3. Ftied number o cy In this type of experiment, the local sine-wave CSF is measured at several eccentricities with grating patches within an aperture whose size decreases with increasingfrequency of the sinusoid so that all patches are displayedwith the same number of cycles at all eccentricities.The goal of this manipulation is to measure the local CSF using stimuli with a constant logarithmic spatial-frequency bandwidth, which Howell & Hess (1978) claimed to be the appropriate conditions for CSF measurements. A number of papers reporting local CSF measurements under these conditions are listed in Table A3 (see *Swanson& Wilson (1985) did not use sinusoidal patches but sixth derivatives of gaussians (D6) of various space constants o as stimuli. These stimuli have a half-amplitude logarithmic spatialfrequency bandwidth of an octave, and their peak frequency is at = 3112 /rru. These results are included here because (a) Swanson & Wilson (1985 , p. 1286 reported that D6 stimuli render the same CSF as tenth derivative of gaussian (D1O)stimuli, whose peak frequency is at p = 51'2/rro with a half-amplitudelogarithmic spatial-frequencybandwidthof 0.79 octaves, and (b) D6 and D1O patterns of the same peak frequency are not any more alike than either of them is to a Gabor patch of the matching frequency and bandwidth, neither in the spatial nor in the spatial-frequency domain.
Appendix A) along with a description of several other details in which the experimentsdiffered.
Empirical results in this situation are remarkably variable. In some cases (Swanson & Wilson, 1985; * Watson, 1987) , peripheral CSFS are nearly exact translationsof the foveal CSF towardslower frequencies, with an eventualdecreasein peak sensitivityattributedby Swanson & Wilson (1985 , p. 1289 to peripheral fading when measures are not taken to prevent the Troxler effect. Therefore, accordingto these resultsand provided that the Troxler effect is prevented,the periphery is more sensitive than the fovea to low spatial frequencies, and peak sensitivity is constant at all locations in the visual field [as sketched in Fig. 5(a) ; see Swanson & Wilson (1985, Fig. 2) and Watson (1987, Fig. 3) ].
Yet, in other cases (Johnston, 1987; Pointer & Hess, 1989; Davis, 1990; Valeton & Watson, 1990) , while peripheral CSFS also shift towards lower frequencies, their peak sensitivitiesdecreasefaster and the fovea turns out to be more sensitive than the periphery to any frequency,althoughthe curvesseem to meet at somevery low spatial frequency [as sketched in It is hard to attribute these discrepancies to the different conditions of the experiments which obtained the two different types of result. Indeed, the differences among secondary experimental conditions in papers reportingdifferentresultsare not larger in any reasonable sense than the differences among conditions in papers reporting the same results. Figure 9 shows the predicted sensitivity to circular Gabor patches with a.= aY= 3.2/p at eccentricitiesof O, 10, 20 and 40 deg as a function of spatial frequency for each model.The resultsof Swanson& Wilson (1985) and Watson (1987) are qualitativelyconsistentonly with the shifting-channelmodels,while those of Johnston (1987), Pointer & Hess (1989) , Davis (1990) and Valeton & Watson (1990) are consistent only with the anchoredchannel model.
A comparison of any CSF in Fig. 9 with the corresponding one in Fig. 6 reveals that the lowfrequency end of the CSF must fall off more slowly when it is measured with patches of the same number of cycles (and, thus, the same bandwidth)than it does when measured using patches of fixed aperture (and, thus, bandwidthswhich increase as the frequency of the patch decreases).Among the set of stimuli used to produce the local CSFS in Fig. 9 , the 1.6-c/deg patch (thus with aX=UY= 3.2/1.6 = 2 deg) is the only one which is identical to one of those used to produce the CSFS in Fig. 6 . Thus, and although it is not very obvious when comparingvisually any of the CSFSin Fig. 9 with that for the same model at the same eccentricity in Fig. 6 , those two CSFSintersect at p = 1.6 c/deg, further implyingthat for frequencies below 1.6 c/deg any CSF in Fig. 9 lies above the corresponding CSF in Fig. 6 , and vice versa. Some evidence that these relationshipshold up empirically is providedby Peli et al. (1993}and Kukkoncne a (1993 .
These relationships among the predicted curves in Fig. 9 and those in Fig. 6 for the correspondingmodels can again be understood in the 2D joint domain. Figure  7 (c) shows the areas occupied by Gabor patches with aX= 3.2/p and spatial frequencies of 0.25, 2, and 16 c/deg. Comparing the areas occupied by fixednumber-of-cyclespatches of frequency below 1.6 c/deg with those in Fig. 7 (a) for fixed-aperturepatches of the same frequencies, it is clearly apparent that at any given eccentricity much more probability summation over space (and, specifically, either over anchored-channel sensors whose gain decreases very slowly with eccentricity or over shifting-channel sensors whose gain is maximal off the fovea) is involved in the fixed-numberof-cycles condition, thus yielding higher sensitivities. Conversely, for frequencies above 1.6 c/deg, less probabilitysummationover space is involvedfor patches of fixed number of cycles, something which does not result in a substantial reduction of sensitivity as compared to the fixed-aperturecase owing to the quick decline in sensor gain with eccentricity within the highfrequency sensors involved.
Finally, note that the local CSFS produced by either shifting-channelmodel are very nearly exact horizontal translationsof each other, even at low frequencies.This characteristic disagrees with earlier speculations to the effect that this so-called "shift rule" should break down at spatial frequencies below the peak of the foveal CSF (Watson, 1987; Graham, 1989, pp. 513-514) . Those speculationswere motivated by an unwarranted generalization of Watson's(1987) Fig. 9 , peripheral locations are far enough from the fovea for lowfrequency patches not to cover it, the shift rule should also hold for frequencies below the peak of the foveal CSF.
Foveal sensitivityas a jimction of aperture size
Campbell & Robson (1968) reported that foveal sensitivity to grating patches increases with aperture size, especially in the low-frequency range. Hoekstra et al. (1974) , Savoy & McCann (1975) , Carlson & Cohen (1978) , McCann e a (1978) , Wright (1982) , Cannon (1983 ), Marroccoet al. (1985 and Hainlinee a (1987) corroborated these observations, and Koenderink e a (1978c) provided evidence that this dependence also holdsat peripherallocations.The three modelsall predict theseresultsqualitatively,and presentationof predictions is thus omitted.
Besides the papers just mentioned, the effect of aperturesize has largelybeen studiedin fovealconditions by varying aperture size so that different (integer) numbersof cycles are displayed.Papers reportingfoveal sensitivityas a function of patch size are listed in Table  A4 (see Appendix A).* When sensitivity is plotted as a function of the number of cycles of the embedded sinusoid in the direction perpendicular to its bars, all these experimentsshow that:
1.
2.
3.
4.
At intermediate frequencies, sensitivity increases asymptoticallywith number of cycles. At very low frequencies, sensitivity is approximately constant below about 6-8 cycles, and then increases asymptotically as the number of cycles increasesfurther. At very high frequencies, sensitivity decreases as the number of cycles increasesup to about 6-8, and then increases asymptotically as the number of cycles increases further. Above &8 cycles,the curvesrelatinglog-sensitivity to number of cycles for different spatial frequencies are vertical translationsof each other along the logsensitivityaxis.
Of course, there are discrepancies as to which frequency ranges are high, intermediate and low, something which seems to depend on experimentalconditions such as the type of surround,the terminationphase of the gratings,their size in the directionparallelto the bars, etc. Similarly,the precise quantitativeaspectsof the relationship between sensitivityand number of cycles as well as the relevant metric for aperture size also seem to depend on these additionalconditions. Figure 10 shows the predicted sensitivity to Gabor patches of constant height (aY=4 deg) as a function of the number of cycles, c, of the sinusoid between l/e points of the gaussian envelope. Thus, the number of cycles on the abscissa in Fig. 10 implies a, = 0 .5c/p. Although the three models produce similar results, there are some fundamental differences between them as to the extent to which the predicted curves agree with the aforementioned characteristics of empirical data. Watson's (1982) anchored-channel model produces curves which are in perfect qualitative agreement with the four characteristics.Conversely,for the two shiftingchannel models, (a) sensitivity to very low frequencies increases without any traces of asymptotic behavior as the number of cycles increases and (b) the curves for different frequencies are not vertical translationsof each other when the number of cycles is above 6-8. These features of the predicted curves are not coincidental, and they are better understood in the joint domain. Figure 7(d) shows the areas occupied in the 2D joint domain by 0.25-c/deg, 2-cldeg and 16-c/degGabor patches each with either one or 10 cycles between I/e points,respectivelyimplyingaX=0.5/p and a. =5/p. The followingdiscussionwill be easier to follow if the reader pictures the column in Fig. 7(d) centered at the fovea on the panels of Fig. 4 .
Firstly, the non-monotonicchange in sensitivity with increasing number of cycles at high frequencies-which is found in empirical data (see Robson, 1975 , in Mostafavi & Sakrison, 1976 , Fig. 6 ; Kersten, 1984, Fig.  1 ; Rovamo e a l 1993, p. 2777) and which all three models also produce-iseasily explained in terms of the bandwidth of the stimuli (see Graham, 1989, p. 196) . A very narrow Gabor patch (i.e. one containingfewer than, say, two or three cycles) has a very broad bandwidthand, thus, a relatively large number of sensors tuned to frequencieson both sides of the nominalfrequencyof the patch respondingto it. At grating frequencies somewhat above the tuning frequency of the highest-gain foveal sensor, sensitivity to these spatially narrow patches is mostly determined by the sensors on the low-frequency side of the stimulus bandwidth, since these have the highestgains (see Fig. 3 ). As the Gabor patch broadensto include more cycles, its bandwidth narrows and the number of different-frequencysensors which respond to the patch decreases. This manipulation can only have a detrimental effect on sensitivity, as the sensors which formerly determined detection do not respond any more to the spatially broader patch, and only sensors whose tuningfrequencyis closerto the nominalfrequencyof the patch-whichhave lower gains-are involved in detecting the stimulus.
At very high grating frequencies, this detrimental effect is not compensated for by probability summation over the increased spatial extent of the patch because the sensors stimulated by the additional portions of grating extending into the periphery are progressively less responsivethan the foveal ones to the nominal frequency of the patch, either because the gain decreases with increasing eccentricity (in the case of anchored-channel models) or because the sensors involved are tuned to lower frequencies (in the case of shifting-channel models]. Nevertheless, some degree of compensation will occur at intermediate frequencies.
In addition, as the size of the high-frequency patch further broadensbeyond the point at which its bandwidth is sufficientlynarrow to stimulateonly the sensorswhose tuning frequency is within an extremely narrow neighborhood of the nominal frequency of the patch, probability summation among the responding sensors (either within an anchored channel or across shifting channels) is the only process effectively determining an increasein sensitivitywith increasingpatch size. And this increase must be asymptotic as a consequence of the progressively decreasing response of peripheral sensors to high spatial frequencies.
In summary, then, both types of model must produce curves relating sensitivity to number of cycles that are strictly monotonicand asymptoticfor grating frequencies around the tuning frequency of the highest-gain foveal sensor, which progressively flatten out in the lownumber-of-cyclesregion as grating frequency increases, and which have a decreasing portion in that region for very high grating frequencies.
Secondly,a similarline of reasoningappliesto patches of frequencies somewhat below the tuning frequency of the highest-gainfoveal sensor,althoughthe conclusionin this case is different for anchored-and shifting-channel models. In anchored-channel models, the detrimental effect of increasing the number of cycles in the short range (say, one to fivecycles) is roughlycompensatedfor by probabilitysummationover the broader spatial extent of the patch, as a consequence of the fact that lowfrequency sensors have somewhat similar gains which also decline very slowly with eccentricity [see Fig. 2 (a) and (c)]. Thus, sensitivityto very-low-frequencypatches should increase very slowly (if at all) with number of cycles. This is what some of the available data indicate (see Kersten, 1984,Fig. 1; Pointer& Hess, 1989,Fig. 10) .
On the contrary, in shifting-channel models, the detrimental effect of the decrease in stimulusbandwidth as the number of cycles increases in the short range is more than compensated for by probability summation among the responding peripheral sensors, which are far more responsivethan the foveal ones to low frequencies. As the number of cycles further increases,sensitivitycan only increase even faster, as the peripheral sensors that are thus stimulated belong in a still higher-gain family and, therefore, they are progressivelymore responsiveto the patch. This increase in sensitivity would eventually display asymptoticbehaviorwhen the size of the patch is sufficientlylarge for its more peripheralportionsto reach *This figure is rather arbitrary, but it is reasonable given that, at any visual field location, the sensor that is most responsiveto a grating at its tuning frequency is about as responsive as the next-higherfrequencysensor is at its own tuningfrequency,which is located an octave above in the spatial-frequency domain [see Fig. 3(b) and (c)].
a region into the peripherywhere the tuning frequencyof the highest-gain sensor at that location is sufficiently below (say, an octave below*) that of the patch. Given the scaling functions in equations (13) Fig. IO[b) and (c)] up to the number of cycles that fit within our visual field. This is contradictedby empirical data (see van der Wildt et al., 1976, Fig. 10; Howell & Hess, 1978,Fig. 3; Kersten, 1984,Fig. 1; Pointer& Hess, 1989 , Fig. 10 ; Rovamo e a 1993, Fig. 2) . Finally,the inversionof the curves for 12 and 16-c/deg patches in the bottom panel of Fig. IO(a) (for Watson's anchored-channel model) as the number of cycles increases is a consequence of the fact that the area occupied by a 12-cldegGabor patch is centered halfway between the 8 and 16-c/deg channels in the Fourier domain. Very narrow 12-c/degpatches (thus with broad bandwidths) stimulate both channels to a larger extent than a 16-c/deg patch with the same number of cycIes (and, thus, the same bandwidth)and, therefore,shouldbe detected at a lower contrast as a result of probability summation. As the number of cycles increases (and the bandwidthnarrows), the 12-c/degpatch fails to stimulate properly either of the two channels, while the 16-c/deg patch stimulates better the 16-c/deg channel, thus being detectable at a lower contrast.Although the detectability of both frequency patches may benefit to similar extents from probability summation, sensitivity to 12-c/deg patches is hinderedby the lack of matched sensors. Note also that the curve for 24-c/deg patches (which also lack matched sensors in the model) follows the same trend as that for 12-c/deg patches in the bottom panel of Fig.  IO(a) . We are not aware of any empirical report of this type of inversion, but we wish to emphasize that this predictionoccurs as a consequenceof the relativelylarge separation between adjacent channels in the Fourier domain relative to their bandwidth,and would disappear if the model included more spatial-frequency channels (see Section4.2). Of course, none of these considerations apply to either of the shifting-channelmodels.
The contrast sensitivi~gradient across the visual jield
The contrast sensitivitygradient refers to the variation in contrastsensitivityto a spatiallylocalizedstimulusas a functionof its positionin the visual field. For this type of experiment, the stimuli are usually sinusoidal patches presentedwithin an aperturewhose size does not change with eccentricity, although the apertures for patches of different frequencies may either be the same (fixedaperture conditions) or be inversely proportional to the frequency of the sinusoid (fixed-number-of-cyclescon- ditions). A number of papers reporting measurementsof the contrast sensitivity gradient are listed in Table A5 (see Appendix A) along with a descriptionof the various other conditions in which the experiments differed. Without exception, these measurements concur in indicating that the fovea is more sensitive than any peripheral location to all frequencies. In addition, when grating patches with a fixed number of cycles are used and eccentricity is expressed in grating periods, logsensitivitydecreaseslinearlywith increasingeccentricity at all frequencies (Robson & Graham, 1981; Pointer & Hess, 1989 , 1990 . Figure 11 shows model predictions in the same form and for the same stimuli as in the experimentsdescribed by Pointer& Hess (1989, Fig. 2) , who provided the most extensive set of data on the contrast sensitivity gradient across the visual field (see also Pointer & Hess, 1990). The stimuliwere Gaborpatcheswith aX=aY= 3.2/p, thus with 6.4 cycles between I/e points at all frequencies.The stimuli were truncated at~aXand t a except for the 0.05-c/deg patch which was truncated at + aX/2 and aY/2.The spatial frequencies and eccentricitieswhere contrast sensitivitywas determined are easily seen in the top panels of Fig. 11 .
Only Watson's (1982) anchored-channel model is consistentwith the qualitativecharacteristicsof empirical data, producing curves in which log-sensitivitydeclines linearly with eccentricity (in grating periods) at all frequencies.Conversely,the two shifting-channelmodels predict that log-sensitivityincreaseswith eccentricityfor frequenciesbelow 0.1 c/deg [left panels in Fig. n(b) and (c)], increases and then decreases for frequencies between 0.1 and 1 c/deg [center panels in Fig. Ii(b) and (c)], and decreases though not strongly linearly for frequencies above 1 c/deg [rightpanels in Fig. n(b) and (c)].
The areas occupied in the joint domain by the Gabor patches that were used to derive the predictionsin Fig. 11 have already been illustrated in Fig. 7(c) . Indeed, when contrast sensitivity to this type of patch is measured at differenteccentricities,the resultscan be plotted either in the form displayedin Fig. 9 , in the form displayedin (The shape of the curves produced by shifting-channel modelscan also be understoodin these terms, but we will not go into those details.) For simplicity, the coming discussion assumes patches of frequencies which match the tuning frequency of some channel in the model, and also assumes that the bandwidth of the patches is sufficiently narrow for sensors belonging in adjacent channelsnot to respond to a given patch. Under the latter simplification,the number of sensors stimulated by any given frequency patch is the same at all eccentricities, since neither the spatial extent of the patch nor the intersensorseparationchangewith eccentricity.Thus, for any given patch frequency,probabilitysummationoccurs among the same numberof sensorsat all eccentricities.In addition, since sensor gains decline exponentially with eccentricity, log-gains differ from one set of sensors to another only by a constant. Therefore, log-sensitivityto any given Gabor patch of matched frequency should decrease linearly with eccentricity.
When eccentricity is expressed in grating periods the slopes of these lines should be identical for all matched frequencies. Since the spatial extent of the patches is related to frequency in the same way as is intersensor separation within the matched channels, probability summation over the same numbers of sensors with identical declines in log-gain are involved in detecting any matched Gabor patch at any eccentricity.Therefore, the curves for different frequencies should only differ in vertical position along the log-sensitivityaxis. Of course, these constanciesshouldbreak down at patch frequencies for which there is no matchedchannel in the model [some evidence of this can be seen in Fig. n(a) ], and they should also break down if the bandwidth of the Gabor patches were sufficiently broad to stimulate more than one channel. Pointer & Hess (1989 , 1990 found the absolute value of the product-momentcorrelation of log-sensitivityand eccentricity (expressed in grating periods) was greater than 0.96 at all frequencies,and they definedthe contrast sensitivity gradient (expressed in grating periods per decade of contrast sensitivity, or per/dec) as the reciprocal of the unsigned slope of the regression line of log-sensitivityon eccentricity. Since the relationships are clearly nonlinear for most spatial frequencies in the two shifting-channel models, these computations have been performed for the data from Watson's (1982) anchored-channel model, and also for additional data produced under similar conditionsat frequenciesmatching the tuning frequencies of the channels in the model. Table 2 lists the results.
At spatial frequencies where there is a matched channel (indicated by boldface in Table 2 ), the contrast sensitivitygradient is roughly equal to the constant 53.3 adopted in equation (7) to describe the covariation of sensorgain with eccentricity.Actually, the mathematical form of equation (7) implies that sensor gain within each channel declines by a decade every 53.3 periods of its tuning frequency. Minor departures of the contrast sensitivitygradients in Table 2 from a constant value of 53.3 per/dec at matched frequencies are only a consequence of probability summation among sensors of varying gains over the spatial extent of the patch. Larger departures at unmatched frequencies are also a consequence of probability summation among sensors from channels with different functions relating gain to eccentricity expressed in periods of the (unmatched) patch frequency. Finally, the decreasing contrast sensitivity gradient as frequency decreases past the lowestfrequency channel is a consequence of the mismatch between the frequency of the patches and that of the channel responsiblefor its detection.* Table 3 summarizes the results of this functional comparison of models by giving the numbers of empirical reports of each type of experiment that each type of model is qualitatively consistent with. The total number of empirical reports of each type of experiment coincideswith the number of reportslisted in Tables Al-A5 for the corresponding experiment, except that the reports of Koenderink et al. (1978d) in Table A2 at luminance of 0.1 and 1 td, and the results of Swanson& Wilson (1985) in Table A3 that are reportedlyaffectedby the Troxler effect have been excluded from these counts.
Summary
Overall, the anchored-channel model predictions are consistent with most of the empirical reports. However, the shifting-channel models seem to be necessary to account for CSF measurements in scaled-aperture conditions, which the anchored-channel model cannot account for. In any case, all the available results are consistentwith one or other of the model types.A careful *In disagreement with the figures in Table 2 , Pointer & Hess (1989 , 1990 reported that the empirical contrast sensitivity gradient is different for different ranges of spatial frequencies(and visual field meridia). As discussedby Garcia-P6rez& Sierra-Viizquez(1995a), a minor amendment of equation (7) will produce the empirical dependence of the contrast sensitivity gradient on frequency and meridian, and the addition of lower-frequency channels to the modelwill producecontrast sensitivitygradientswhichdo not drop down at frequencies of 0.05 and 0.1 c/deg. Aneven more general expressionwill have responsesfrom sensorsof different phases pooled separately at a still inner level in equation (27) . An interestingexponentfor this poolingis 2, which makes the phase-pooledresponse identical to the local modulusof the output from Watson's (1982, 1983 ) sensors when these are described in complex analytic form (see Garcia-P6rez & Sierra-Vtizquez, 1995b).
look at the experimental conditions in all these papers does not suggestan explanationfor the discrepancies,and there are instances of papers reporting different experiments under nearly matched conditionswhose results are incompatiblein the sense that they cannot be accounted for by the same type of model (e.g., Watson, 1987 vs Valeton & Watson, 1990 . Before discussingthe implicationsof this diversity of results on the validity of the two types of model and the specificversionsof the cortical magnificationtheory that they embody, Section 4 describes additionalpredictions obtained from each type of model at the five types of experiment when several parameters of the original models change.
ADDITIONALCOMPARISONSWITH VARIATIONS OF THE MODELS
At this point, one may wonder whether the predictions presented in Sections 3.1-3.3 are determined by the anchoredvs shiftingnature of channelsor, if on the other hand, they are a spuriousconsequenceof"thechoices for somewhat arbitrary parameters such as the Quick exponent, the intersensor separations, etc. This section briefly describes how the predictionschange when these and other parameters in the models change.
Wilson's (1991) model will be excluded from these further analyses, since the results of Section 3 indicate that it producesidenticalpredictionsto those of Watson's (1983) model despitemajor differencesbetween them in almost all of the aspects to be considered below.
Exponent of the Quickpooling formula
In the originalformulation (Quick, 1974) ,the exponent Q in equation (26) is related to the slope of the psychometric function describing the probability of detection by a noisy channel as a function of contrast, and these slopesmust be identicalacross channels.In the alternativeinterpretationof equation (26) as representing plain response pooling across sensors (Stromeyer & Klein, 1975) ,within-channelpooling might be governed by an exponent whose value (say, Q.) is different for different channels, and still different exponents(say, QO and Qf) could be implied in pooling responses across orientation channels and across spatial-frequencychannels. Therefore, equation (26) Previous authors have always considered the simpler case of equation (26) (but see Graham & Rogowitz,1976 , p. 1024 ,and it is well establishedthat model predictions do not change qualitatively with the exact value of the Quick exponent provided that it is in the range between 2 and 6 {see Graham, 1977; Wilson & Giese, 1977; Graham et al., 1978; Quick e a 1978; Wilson & Bergen, 1979; Robson & Graham, 1981; Williams & Wilson, 1983; Wilson et al., 1983; Swanson e a 1984; Kelly, 1985; Graham & Robson, 1987; Garcia-P6rez & SierraVazquez, 1995a) ,althoughobtaining a good quantitative fit to empirical data (in the sense of satisfying some statistical criterion) does require a specificvalue in each case, which almost always happens to be around 4.
Additionalpredictionshave been obtainedfor the eight cases resulting from the factorial combination of two values for Qf (3 and 5), two values for Q,, (also 3 and 5) and two functions relating the exponent for withinchannel pooling to tuning frequency, namely,
Q. = 3 + ;[log2~o-2]2
(28)
(29)
Although the predictionsin each of the eight cases for the two models differed slightly from those presented in Section 3, no noticeable qualitative change could be observed.
Number o channels
Most spatial vision models include a very small number of channels. This is perhaps a consequence of misconstruing the results of experiments aimed at determining the smallest number of channels that must be assumed in order to account for the empirical data gathered for the ocassion. Indeed, the original authors were always careful enough to indicate that their results did not rule out a larger number of channels than needed to account for their data (see Wilson & Bergen, 1979, p. 29; Watson & Robson, 1981 , p. 1121 Watson, 1982, p. 24; Williams e a l 1982, p. 886; Anderson & Burr, 1989 , p. 1355 .
On the other hand, Blakemore & Campbell (1969, p. 253) argued that the sine-wave CSF should show bumps if there were only a discrete and small number of channelswith a large separation in the frequency domain relative to their bandwidth, but they were unable to find them when they measured contrast sensitivity either at O.1-octaveintervals over a range of three octaves or at 0.05-octave intervals over a range of an octave. Conversely, spatial vision models including a small number of channels predict sine-wave CSFSwith bumps (see Watson, 1982; Graham, 1989, Section 12.1.3; Garcfa-P6rez& Sierra-V4zquez,1995a) .Since the CSFS in Figs 6-9 also show bumps, the only sensible direction in which to change the number of channels within the models considered here is to increase it.
Additional predictions have been obtained by increasing the numberof spatial-frequencychannelsto cover the same seven-octaverange with an interchannelseparation of 0.25 octaves, and by increasing the number of orientation channels to cover the same 180-deg range with an interchannelseparationof 10 deg. This results in a total of 29 x 18 = 522 channels in each model. Sensor gains within the extra anchored channelswere read from the functions in equations (5)-- (7);for the extra foveal sensorswithin the correspondingshiftingchannels,gains were also read from equation (5), and these were kept constant for peripheral sensors within each family. The only noticeabledifferencesamong the predictions in this case and those presented in Section 3 were an overall increase in sensitivity,the virtual disappearance of the bumps in the local CSFS,and the disappearanceof the inversionsdiscussed at the end of Section 3.2.
Spat and orientationbandwidths
Estimatingthe spatial-frequencyand orientationbandwidthsof visual channelsfrom psychophysicaldata faces many more difficulties than was initially realized (see Williams & Wilson, 1983; Kelly & Burbeck, 1984, Section VI-B; Graham & Robson, 1987; Graham, 1989, p. 101 and Ch. 6 ), In the absence of any indication as to which direction to follow in changing channel bandwidths, a relatively broad spectrum of possibilitieswas studied. However, this analysis was restricted to variations in spatial-frequencybandwidthsin Watson's(1982) anchored-channel model, as the two original shiftingchannel models already differed substantially as to bandwidthsand yet did not produce noticeably different outcomes.
Predictions have been obtained for three different cases: narrower bandwidths (0.5 octaves), broader bandwidths(1.5 octaves), and varying bandwidths(from 1.4 octaves at PO= 0.25 c/deg in decreasing steps of 0.1 octaves down to 0.7 octaves at p. = 32 c/deg). Again, no noticeable qualitative difference could be observed between the predictionsin each of these three cases and the original case of constant one-octave bandwidths.
A4athematical form of the sensor PWFS
Lack of compelling empirical evidence as to the mathematicalform of the sensorPWFSmakes this choice a matter of personal preference (Klein & Levi, 1985) .In addition, alternative choices seem to make very little difference when it comes to accounting for empirical data, although some of the parameters associated with each type of PWF have to be adjusted accordingly. Results presented elsewhere (Davis, 1990; Garcia-P6rez & Sierra-Vtizquez,1995a) as well as the similar results reported in Section 3 for Watson's (1983) and Wilson's (1991) shifting-channel models despite their different PWFSmake us believe that the (bandpass)mathematical form of the sensor PWFS does not have any effect on model predictionsfor the type of experimentsconsidered here. Therefore, this issue was not explored.
Intersensor separation
Empirical evidence on intersensor separation is lacking, and this issue is hardly ever considered in detail when the Quick poolingformula is applied.Nevertheless, previous results suggest that the assumed intersensor separation does not critically affect model predictions, althoughthe more densely packed the sensors,the higher the predicted sensitivity to any given pattern. Wilson & Giese (1977) assumed a constant separation of one arc min between adjacent sensors within any channel, and Wilson (1978) and Wilson & Bergen (1979) assumed an also constantintersensorseparationof two arc min within any channel, explicitly indicating that this choice is not critical provided that intersensor separation "is not too large". Note, however,that this samplingschemeimplies that relativesamplingdiffersamongchannels,as opposed to the constant relative sampling assumed in the models considered here.
Predictions have been obtained for the cases of doubling and halving the intersensor separations in the original models, and no changes other than in overall sensitivity were observed. In addition, predictions have also been obtained for the case in which the intersensor separation within all channels is identical to that originally assumed for the highest-frequency channel. This has the consequence that sampling is denser relative to tuning frequency as tuning frequency decreases. Again, this alteration did not have any qualitative effect on predictions.
Shape and size of the sinusoidalpatches
Use of Gabor patches in obtaining model predictions has the advantage that equation (25) Fig. 5(c) ].
In any case, we tried to consider variations of the shape of the grating patches without having to resort to intensive numerical computation. For that purpose, we adopted a somewhat brute-force approach to changing the shape of the sinusoidal patches, which is identical to that adopted by Wilson (1978; see also Wilson & Bergen, 1979) to obtain model predictions in most of his papers.
For a circular grating patch of radius r (in deg), this consists of assuming that the stimulus is actually an infinitely extended grating [in which case equation (25) can also be solved analytically] and applying the pooling formula in equation (26) only over the sensors within a distancer from the center of the patch. Although it is not easy to work out the shape of the sinusoidal patch appropriate to predictions obtained in this way, the stimulus can be referred to as a "presumedly circular patch of radius r".
Predictionsfor presumedlycircular (or rectangular,for the stimuliin Section 3.2) patches of radii equal to the as of the Gabor patches used earlier did not differ in any significantrespectfrom thoseobtainedfor Gaborpatches. We also obtained predictionsfor Gabor stimuli of larger sizes than those used in the simulations described in Sections3.1.1-3.1.3,and found no qualitativedifference with respect to the results presented previously.
Variationsin sensor gain with eccentricity
While in the anchored-channel model the gain of a peripheral sensor is always lower than that of a foveal sensor with the same tuning frequency, in both shiftingchannel models there are peripheral sensors that have lower, similar or higher gains than a foveal sensor of the same (or sufficientlysimilar)tuningfrequency.Empirical data discussed in Section 3.3 suggest that gain should decline with eccentricity at all sensor frequencies,as the anchored-channelmodel already assumed.In the absence of an empiricallyguided alternative,it seemedreasonable to test the effects of swappingthis characteristicbetween models.
Predictions have been obtained by swapping the functionsrelating sensorgain to eccentricity in Watson's (1982 ) anchored-channeland Watson's (1983 shiftingchannel models. Specifically,X(po,6., e) in the PWF of equation (1) for Watson's (1982) anchored-channel model was replaced with xl(po(l + 0.4e))Xz(60),where Xl and X2continue to be as defined in equations (5) and (6). On the other hand, X(po)in the PWF of equation (11) for Watson's (1983) shifting-channelmodel-~l(po) as defined in equation (5) (5) and (7). This swap had a majoreffect which can neverthelessbe very succintly described: Now the anchored-channel model predicts exactly what the shifting-channelmodels used to predict, and vice versa. This result is interesting for it says that the qualitative aspects of a model's predictions are determined by how sensor gain is assumed to change with eccentricity and tuning frequency, and not by the anchoredvs shiftingnature of the channels it consists of. In other words, the functional behavior of a model depends only on the gains of the sensors, and is unaffected by their structuraldistribution over space and spatial frequency.This result has several interestingramificationsthat are discussed next. 
Two types of model?
The distinction between anchored-and shiftingchannel models is more apparent than real, as the results of Section 4.7 suggest.As Fig. 4 makes clear, both types of model consist of a collection of sensors which code image informationby probingthe 4Djoint spatial/spatialfrequency domain. The most apparent distinction between the two types of model-whichis overemphasized in their names-lies in the assignment of sensors to channels (Garcia-P6rez,1988 ),somethingwhich does not have any effect on the functional characteristics of the models. This is especially true when probabilitysummation calculationsdo not take account of this assignment, as it is when the simple version of the Quick pooling formula in equation (26) is used. (The results of Section 4.1 further suggest that this assignment has little effect even in the more general version of the Quick pooling formula.)
A second difference between the two types of model lies in the particular locations at which the 4D joint domain is probed, something which the results of Sections 4.2 and 4.5 also prove to have little effect on the functional characteristicsof the models.
Thus, although each type of m implies a different structural organization,both can be brought to display the samefunctional behaviorif they share the sensorgain function.Therefore, the only relevant differencebetween the two types of model (which the results of Section 4.7 prove to be critical for their functional characteristics) lies in how the sensor gain function changes with eccentricity. Qualifying a spatial vision model as an anchored-or shifting-channelmodelis pointless,and any model should be described in terms of its sensor gain function. As was noted in Section 1 and exemplified in Section 4.7, so-called shifting-channel models might incorporatea declineof sensorgain with eccentricityin a similar way to that usually assumed to provide so-called anchored-channelmodels with space variance. Indeed, Wilson (1978,p. 980 ) mentionedthis possibilityin order to emphasizethat there is no incompatibilitybetween his shifting-channelmodel proposaland Wilson and Giese's (1977) results indicatingthat sensitivityat all frequencies is maximal at the fovea.
In the original terms, shifting-channel models have some physiologicalappeal that anchored-channelmodels lack, since the size of the sensorswithin each channel as well as the separationbetween adjacentsensorsincreases with eccentricity as do the receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells. However, the results of Section 4.7 indicate that both types of channel are virtually identical functionallyprovided sensor gain changes appropriately with eccentricity. Therefore, besides other apparent but irrelevantdifferences,spatialvision modelsdiffer only as to their assumptionsabout the form of this function.This is easily noted in the continuous versions of Watson's (1982 Watson's ( , 1983 ) models adopted in Appendix C. Figure 12 displays the continuousfunctions relating sensor gain to tuningfrequencyand eccentricitywhich were assumedin Watson's (1982) anchored-channel model [ Fig. 12(a) ] and Watson's(1983) shifting-channelmodel [ Fig. 12(b) ]. As Section 4.7 illustrates,these functionscan actuallybe used with either type of model, and they describe the shapes that Wilson & Giese (1977) set out to compare (see their Fig. 3) . In the sequel, we will refer to these functions as declining gain fimction [ Fig. 12(a) ] and shifting gain fimction [ Fig. 12(b) ].
In terms of the alternative versions of the cortical magnificationtheory, a shifting gain function embodies the originalproposalwhere only a change of scale occurs towards the periphery [see Fig. 3(b) and (c) and Fig.  12(b) ], whilst a declining gain function embodies the newer version of the theory by incorporatinga change of both scale and gain. In the latter case, the change of scale occurs because gain decreases faster with increasing tuning frequency, thus making peak gain occur at lower frequenciesin the periphery[see Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 12(a) ]. As is discussednext, the reviews of research on contrast sensitivity to localized stimuli that were presented in Tables A1-A5 indicate clearly that substantialevidence in favor of both versionsof the theory has existed for the past two decades. This fact does not seem to have ever been realized, possibly because of the qualitative nature of the theory, which merely stated that peripheral CSFS obtained with optimally scaled stimuli should be horizontal translations of the foveal CSF. Thus, the theory cannot predict what relative shapes the foveal and peripheral fixed-apertureCSFSshould have, how foveal sensitivity should be related to patch size, or how sensitivity to localized patches should change as a function of position on the retina.
When embodied in a computable model using a shifting gain function, the original version of the theory is seen to be disproved by almost all available fixedaperture CSF measurements (Section 3.1), by all of the reports of the effects of patch size on foveal sensitivity (Section 3.4), and by measurements of the contrast sensitivity gradient across the visual field (Section 3.5; see Table 3 , but reading declining gain function instead of anchored channels and shifting gain function instead of shifting channels). Some of these reports date back to the early 1970s.At the same time, these data supportthe new version of the theory embodied in a computable model with a declininggain function. On the other hand, most of the empirical reports of scaled-aperture CSFS (Section 3.2) are only consistentwith the originalversion of the theory which that research set out to provide evidence for. Finally, each of the two distinct sets of results obtained in local CSF measurements in fixednumber-of-cycles conditions (Section 3.3) supports one of the versions of the cortical magnificationtheory. And all reported failures of either version of the theory (see Table 3 ) can always be accommodated assuming the alternativeversion is correct.
This situationseems to leave one in the uncomfortable state of having to accept that the human visual system uses a declininggain function in the types of experiment discussed in Sections 3.1, 3.4 and 3.5, that it uses a shifting gain function when it comes to dealing with the type of experiment discussed in Section 3.2, and that it just guessesbetween the two gain functionsin the type of experiment described in Section 3.3. This line of reasoning is unacceptable, however often it has been followed.* A more fitting alternative is discussed next.
Or two types offunctional organizationi t h v i sys
A satisfactory explanation for the coexistence of the conflictingresults summarized in Table 3 has never been proposed, possibly because their compatibilityhas been taken for granted. Kelly & Burbeck (1984, p. 142) suggested that a single model incorporating "plausible assumptions for spatial summation and threshold me-*To give but two examples, Howell & Hess (1978, p. 374) suggested that "with the possible exception of low spatial frequency squarewaves, a grating is detected . ." and Campbellet a (1981,p. 723) stated that "above the peak of the contrast sensitivity function harmonic analysis takes place and below it, contrast gradient analysis", effectively assuming that the visual system has some means of knowingbeforehandwhat stimulusis there to be detected in order to decide how to organize itself for detecting it.
chanisms" would produce scaled-apertureCSFSsuch as those in Fig. 5(a) and fixed-apertureCSFSsuch as those in Fig. 5(b) . Model predictions displayed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 for the two cases contradictthis claim, and Table 3 indicates that different sensor gain functions are needed to account for each type of local CSF sets. In their summary of spatial inhomogeneity,De Valois & De Valois (1988, pp. 196-197 ) mentioned the conflictingevidence provided by Graham and Robson's (1987) measurementsof the contrast sensitivitygradient acrossthe visualfieldand by measurementsof local CSFS in scaled-apertureconditions,but they did not attempt to explain these discrepancies.
In an attempt to explain these conflictingresultson the common ground of shifting-channel models, Graham (1989, Fig. 13 .5) drew idealized fixed-number-of-cycles local CSFS which are lowpass functions, as this is the only way to achieve the otherwise conflicting goals of having a fovea which is at least as sensitive as the periphery to any spatial frequency (as measurements of the contrastsensitivitygradientindicate)and havinglocal CSFSwhich merely shift towardslower frequenciesin the periphery (in agreement with what the scale hypothesis predicts in fixed-number-of-cycles conditions). These two characteristicsare incompatibleif the local CSFSare bandpass functions, as Fig. 5(a) and (b) make clear. Graham (1989, p. 515 ) justified her disregard of low frequencieson the speculationthat the "shift rule" breaks down at low frequencies. As discussed at the end of Section 3.1.3, this speculation is wrong.
Although converging evidence on the shape of local CSFSin fixed-apertureand scaled-apertureconditions is massive,resultshave been reportedwhich differ from the mainstream (see Table 3 ). The situation for local CSF measurements in fixed-number-of-cyclesconditions is even more balanced as regards the number of papers which have reported each of the two types of result (see Table 3 ). As for the types of experiment considered in Sections3.22 and 3.3, no data have been reportedthat are against the mainstream (see Table 3 ). In any case, wherever discrepant empirical results exist, only two types of result have been reported, each of which can be accounted for by one of the sensor gain functionsin Fig.  12 .
In this situation, the most fitting (however bold) explanationfor these discrepanciesis that the functional organization of the visual system has evolved in two different ways in the human species. As a consequence, there are individualswith a declining gain function and individuals with a shifting gain function. Then, which type of results are obtained in a given experiment depends only on which gain function the experimental subjects happen to have.
If this is the case, then why does almost any given type of experiment appear to have been carried out with the same type of individuals, and different types of individuals appear to have been used only in different types of experiment? Two causes may explain the separation of evidence over experiment types and also some self-selection of results within a given type of experiment. One is the fact that each type of experiment represents a tradition that is somewhat independentof the others, in the sense that theoretical considerationswere lacking as to the relationship that the results of one type of experiment should bear to those of another type of experiment.Therefore, mutual incompatibilitiesbetween the results obtained across the five types of experiment have passed unnoticed so far, especially those between local CSF measurements in scaled-aperture conditions and the four other types of experiment. In addition, whatever results are obtained in the first few reports of a given type of experiment (which almost always have happened to be carried out by the same authors with the same experimental subjects) become the benchmark for subsequentresearch.
The second reason is more sociological, and comes into play when a number of reports of any given type of experiment are published which happened to obtain qualitativelysimilar results. If an experimentof any type is carried out whose results contradict previous findings in the same type of experiment, failure to replicate the benchmark results is usually attributed to experimental flaws without further ado (see Virsu et a 1987), and those results are very likely to go unpublished unless there is a satisfactory explanation for the discrepancies. For instance, Johnston (1987, p. 1585) went to great lengths in explaining away his failure to confirm the original version of the cortical magnificationtheory, but did present his exceptional results.
Some discrepant results may also appear when the experimentsare conceivedfrom an establishedparadigm. This is the case of Guzman & Steinbach (1985) , whose main experiment was designed to extend the fixedaperture work of Hilz & Cavonius (1974) to low frequencies. Their results were consistent with most of those reported in similar conditions (see Table Al ), but their second experimentinvolvedscaled aperturessimilar to those used by Kelly (1984a) and yet obtained qualitativelydifferentresults (see Table A2 ). This is also the case of Mayer & Tyler (1986) , whose experiment using fixed apertures was designed to test the highthreshold prediction that the slope of the psychometric function does not vary with the number of mechanisms responding to the stimulus, but whose results also disagree with earlier measurements of local CSFS in fixed-apertureconditions(see Table Al) .
A relativelybalanced coexistenceof discrepantresults is more likely to occur in cases such as local CSF measurementsin fixed-number-of-cyclesconditions(see Table A3 ), where the absence of a long history of converging evidence implies an absence of benchmark resultswhich may filterout discrepancies.In this respect, it is noteworthy that none of the authors listed in Table  A3 commented on the discrepanciesof their resultswith earlier data.
CONC
The question addressed in this paper bears on the functional organization of the human visual system across eccentricity. Two different types of organization have been tested by obtainingpredictionsfrom anchoredand shifting-channel models at five types of relevant detection experiment. Reviews of the related empirical research revealed that results which are consistent with the predictionsof eithertype of modelhave been reported in three of the five types of experiment, although in different proportions. This suggests that there must be individual differences in the functional organization of the visual system across eccentricity.
Describing these two types of functional organization in structural terms of anchored vs shifting channels is misguided, as the relevant descriptor is the function expressing the covariation of sensor gain with eccentricity and tuning frequency.Therefore, the two functional organizationsare better described by appropriate sensor gain functions in any computable spatial vision model. These two types of sensor gain function,in turn, embody the qualitativeconceptsof two alternativeversionsof the cortical magnificationtheory of spatial vision.
At this point, our suggestionof two (or perhaps more) different functional organizations in the human visual system is somewhat speculative, but we feel there is sufficientevidence for it. This evidence, summarized in Table 3 , comes from the discrepant results of local CSF measurementsin fixed-number-of-cyclesconditions,the incompatibility of the local CSFS measured in scaledapertureconditionsand the resultsof the four other types of experiment analyzed in Section 3, and the fact that a few discrepant results have also been reported in local CSF measurements in scaled-and fixed-apertureconditions. In all cases, the discrepanciescan be accountedfor by assuming that there are individual differences in the sensor gain function. Whether this speculationis correct can easily be determined experimentally.
A straightforwardstudy which will assess the empirical validityof this speculationwould be easy to carry out. The most revealingexperimentswould involvelocal CSF measurements in fixed-number-of-cyclesconditions and measurementsof the contrast sensitivity gradient across the visual field using fixed-number-of-cyclespatches. The former type of experiment provides approximate cross-sectional profiles of the sensor gain function at several eccentricities, while the latter provides approximate cross-sectionalprofiles of that function at several frequencies (compare such cross-sectionalprofiles from the gain functions in Fig. 12 with the shapes of the predicted curves from the correspondingmodels at those experiments in Figs 9 and 11). Since Gabor functions optimize localization in the joint spatial/spatial-frequency domain in which the sensor gain function is defined, Gabor stimuli arise as the ideal probe to assess the functional organization of the visual system across eccentricity.
And rather than testing new subjects until differences are found, ideal subjects for this study are those whose data are already known to be distinct. These are, e.g., subject W.S. in Swanson and Wilson's (Swanson & Wilson, 1985) paper and any subject in Pointer and Hess's (Pointer & Hess, 1989) paper, or the subjects in Watson's (Watson, 1987) and Valeton and Watson's (Valeton & Watson, 1990) papers. Replication of the differentpatterns of results (previouslyreportedfor these subjects in independent and slightly different experiments) but in exactly the same experiments would provide conclusive evidence on individual differences in the functionalorganizationof the visual system across eccentricity.
Individual differences in this respect should come as no surpriseand they would add to the alreadywell-known individual differences in visual functioning as revealed, e.g., by the broad spectrum of shapes for the foveal CSF in normal subjects (Rohaly & Owsley, 1993) .Whetheror not these two types of functional organization (or a continuum filling the gap between the two extrema depicted in Fig. 12 ) have any ramification at perceptual levels beyond the simple detection tasks considered in this paper is still to be assessed. Determining the area occupied by a given 2D spatial signal in the restricted 2D joint spatial/spatial-frequencydomain requires solving the more general problem of finding a 4D function describing the distributionof energy or intensity of the signal simultaneouslyin 2D space, spatial frequencyand orientation.Among the various available alternatives (see Jacobson & Wechsler, 1988; Cohen, 1989) , the Wigner-Villedistributionis best suited to our goals since it describes frequency content at spatial positions in a way that the resulting distributionis real-valuedand manifestlypositive for gaussian signals, and space and frequency shifts in the signals produce corresponding 5, 6.7, 12.5, 31.6 SC: 2, 3, 4.6, 7, 11.6, 25.6 SC: 2.7, 4.3, 7.1, 11.1, 18.6, 38 Perpendicularextent refers to the size of the aperture in the direction perpendicularto the bars of the grating and is given either in cycles (C)or deg (D). For circular apertures, the diameter is given; for gaussian apertures, the spread is given. $Parallel extent refers to the size of the aperture in the direction parallel to the bars of the grating and is given with the same conventionsas perpendicularextents. Paired indicates that the parallel extent was made equal to the perpendicularextent. $Mean hrminancesare given in cd/m2except where otherwise indicated. llReportedin Mostafavi & Sakrison,(1976, Fig. 6) . llExact values were not given. **Parallel extent changed with frequency, but did not covary with perpendicularextent. space and frequency shifts in the distribution while preserving its support.In addition,computationof the Wigner-Villedistributionuses the signal itself as a window and, therefore, does not require arbitrary choices in this respect. The Wigner-Ville distribution of a 2D spatial signalf W i a 4D function defined as 'xy""'=l:l:f('+l~y+l~) ) f*(x -e-htnu (Bl) where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation and u and v are the horizontaland vertical spatial-frequencydimensionsin the 2D spectral domain,which are related to radial frequencyp andangrdarorientation Oby the conventionalformulae and 9 = arctan(v/u).
Letfbe the 2D Gaborfunctionin equation (24).Then, its Wigner-Ville distribution is easily seen to be This distributiondoes not have finite supportand, therefore,the area that it occupies on the (x, u) plane must be defined with the help of some a h criterion. One option that is useful for our purposesin the present paper is to define occupied area as the region where the value of the distribution is at or above a certain proportionp of its maximal value. Neglecting the insignificantcontributionof the last exponential function in equation (B4), this maximal value is easily seen to be (B5) x Since lnp <0, in linear coordinates this area is straightforwardly seen to be an ellipse centered at (x',p) whose length along the x axis equals ax{-and whose length along the u axis equals =/~a., thus definingthe (closed) area occupied by the Gabor patch in the joint domain at p-peak amplitude.
The occupiedareas in Fig. 7 (see text) are producedwithp = 0.25. In addition, the frequencydimensionof the restricted 2Djoint domain in Fig. 7 is plotted with a logarithmic scale, which has the additional effect of transforming these ellipses into ovoids.
A P P C
Distri o Sen Resp t a G a Fun i t Rest 2 J o Do
A simple description of the responses to a Gabor patch in terms of the sensors whose location in the restricted 2Djoint domainfall within the area occupied by the Gabor patch misses the important point that, given the varyinggains amongsensors, the responseof a sensorwithin the occupied area may be insignificant while that of another sensor outsidethat area may be larger. Therefore, a more accurate description requires consideringthe collection of actual sensor responses, that is, the values of R in equation (25) for a given Gabor patch as a function of sensor location and tuning frequency.
For simplicity of exposition, we will first consider the continuous case in whichthere is a sensor at every locationin the 4Djoint domain. Let R(%jI,p,, 8 x Y p O % a~be the response of a sensor at location (i,j) with tuningfrequencyp, and preferred orientation 0{) to a Gabor patch of frequencyp and orientation 6 located at eccentricity (x',y') and with spreads a and a,. This response is further parametrized by the sensor's phase @. if applicable. Thus, R is a continuous4D functionwhich can be obtained analytically by solving the integral in equation (25), although its mathematical expression prints over a page.
In order to represent this function, we will take advantage of the simplificationsdescribed at the beginningof Section 3 (i.e. y' = Odeg and O= O deg), and we will only consider the restricted 2D joint domaindefinedfor the plots in Fig. 4 (i.e. y = Odeg so that e = i, and 00= Odeg). We are thus left with the 2D function R' p x p a a 4 = R 0 P O x o P 0 a a @ ( which gives the (continuous) distribution of sensor responses in the restricted 2D joint domain. In either of Watson's models, where there are two phase sensors at each location, there are actually two such distributions,one for each familyof phase sensors.However,as longas all sensor responses are pooled, it is useful to combine those two distributions into a single one by pooling them as equation (26) dictates. Namely, define ) R" (i, p, ; .d, p, aX, ; x', p, a~, ay, 0) [R'(i, pt.; x',p,a,,aY, -2 as the (continuous) distribution of sensor responses pooled across phases in tbe restricted 2D joint domain. Figure Cl figure. ) In the discrete case of the actual models, the distribution of responses is simply a discrete version of this contimrousdistribution sampled at the points determined by the sensor locations depicted in the correspondingpanel of Fig. 4 . However,we will continue to refer to the continuouscase.
Note also that the spread of the Gabor patches and their eccentricities have been chosen to coincide with those for which modelpredictionswere presentedin Fig. 6 (Section 3.1), thus allowing for a more precise description of the pattern of results shown there.
Several points are worth commenting on regarding these distributions of responses. Firstly, note that significant responses may exist outside the areas occupied by the Gabor patches as defined in AppendixB [and plotted in Fig. 7 (a) for these particular patches]. At the same time, insignificant responses may also occur within those areas. These characteristics depend basically on the gains of the sensors within and around the area occupied by a Gabor patch.
Secondly,note that the maximal responseto any given Gabor patch does not always occur at the sensor whose location in the joint domain coincides with the location of the Gabor patch in the same domain. In particular, the maximal response always occurs at a sensor whose tuning frequency is slightly away from the spatial frequency of the patch in the direction of the tuning frequency of the sensor with the highest gain at the eccentricity of the Gabor patch (this is particularly noticeablefor the 0.25-c/deg patches in both panels of Fig. Cl) . Along the eccentricity dimension,the maximal response also occurs slightly away from the actual eccentricity of the Gaborpatch in the directionof the spatial location of the sensor with the highest gain at the frequency of the patch. Again, these characteristics are related to the varying gains of sensors along the eccentricity and frequency dimensions. Finally, and more important, sensitivity to any given patch is numericallycalculated as a monotonictransformationof the responses represented in the panels of Fig. Cl as intensity in the corresponding blob (plus the additional responses of sensors at other visual field locations and with other preferred orientations, which cannot be representedin the restrictedjoint doniainof these plots).Therefore,the relative intensities and spreads of the blobs give a quasiquantitative indicationof the sensitivityto each patch at each location. In Watson's (1982) anchored-channelmodel (top panel of Fig. Cl) , sensitivity to any patch frequency can only decline with eccentricity, as both the spreads and intensities of the row of blobs at any frequency decline with eccentricity.
While the same is tme at high and intermediatepatch frequenciesin Watson's(1983) shifting-channelmodel(bottompanel of Fig. Cl) , the pattern reverses at low patch frequencies,resultingin blobs with larger spreads and intensities with increasing eccentricity. Therefore, sensitivity to low patch frequencies must be maximal off the fovea, and the farther off the lower the spatial frequency of the patch.
These characteristics explain the shapes of the local CSFSdisplayed in Fig. 6(a) and (b) in more quantitative terms than the simple qualitative approachbased on a considerationof sensor locations and areas occupied by the Gabor patches that is entertained in the text. Nevertheless, that qualitative approach is still sufficiently descriptive to continue to use it in the text instead of the more complicated distributionsof responses shown in Fig. Cl .
We have not consideredWilson's (1991) shifting-channelmodel in this Appendixbecause its generalization to the continuouscase is less than straightforward.Nevertheless, in the discrete case it produces a distribution of responses which is qualitatively analogous in all significantrespects to a discrete version of the continuousdistribution displayedin the bottom panel of Fig. Cl for Watson's (1983) shiftingchannel model.
